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Abstract

Random solution of iridium in ferromagnetic α -Fe of the BCC structure has been investigated
by means of the keV14.4−  Mössbauer transition in Fe57  at room temperature. Iridium has
been randomly substituted on the iron sites with the concentration up to at.% 11 .
Contributions to the hyperfine field and isomer shift on the iron nuclei have been determined
as the function of the distance between iron nucleus and iridium impurity up to the third co-
ordination shell. Iridium atom as the nearest iron neighbor changes iron hyperfine field by

T 660.+ , as the second neighbor makes change by T 881.−  and finally as the third neighbor
changes the field by T 700.+ . Corresponding changes in the isomer shift are as follows:

mm/s 0310.− , mm/s 0030.+  and mm/s 0330.+ . Hence, it was found that iridium atoms lead
to the very strong oscillations in the spin- and charge density around themselves in the α -Fe
BCC structure.

1. Introduction

Mössbauer spectroscopy is sensitive to the local environment of the resonant atom. In
particular one can investigate influence of the adjacent impurity on the hyperfine field and
isomer shift experienced by the resonant nucleus [1, 2]. Perturbations to the spin- and charge
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density on the iron nucleus due to the impurity located on the regular lattice site of the BCC
iron could be seen to the second or sometimes to the third co-ordination shell [3, 4]. Iridium
dissolves in the BCC α -Fe up to about at.% 8  at low temperature equilibrium [5]. Hence, one
can dissolve more iridium provided the sample is rapidly quenched from liquid. Iridium atoms
substitute iron atoms at random for such solutions [6]. It is interesting to note that the iron
Curie temperature is moderately lowered upon alloying iridium at about at.%Ir K 4 /  [5, 7],
while the magnetic moment of iron atom is increased upon this alloying from Bµ 22.  for pure
iron till Bµ 262.  at at.% 7  of iridium [5]. On the other hand, iron atoms dissolved on the
regular sites of the iridium FCC matrix have very small magnetic moments [5]. Hence, these
somewhat unusual magnetic properties suggest that iridium impurity in the BCC iron phase
might have strong influence on the spin density in the nearest neighborhood. There are few
papers concerned with the Mössbauer studies of the BCC iron with some iridium alloyed in
[1, 6, 8, 9]. Due to the fact, that the average iron hyperfine field remains practically constant
versus iridium concentration one sees progressing broadening of the spectral components
without changes in splitting, while adding iridium [6]. This broadening is small unless several
atomic percent of iridium are introduced. Therefore a perturbation in the nearest neighbor
shell of iridium has been determined up to now, and further shells were included in the
average background [1]. The apparent contradiction between Mössbauer and magnetic data
requires some clarification.

2. Experimental

Samples were prepared by arc melting of the appropriate amounts of the constituent elements
under protective argon atmosphere. Natural iron of the at.%9799 +.  purity and iridium of

at.% 9599.  purity were used to make samples. Samples of about g 51.  were prepared by
melting constituents three times to assure ingot homogeneity. No weight losses were observed
during sample preparation, and therefore the starting composition could be treated as the
resulting sample composition. Powder X-ray diffraction pattern has been obtained at room
temperature for the sample with the highest iridium concentration of at.% 11  used in our
research. It was found that the sample is composed of the BCC phase with the lattice constant

nm )3(290370.  in comparison with the room temperature pure α -Fe lattice constant
nm )2(286730. . Traces of iridium were found at a level do not exceeding at.% 20. .

Mössbauer absorbers were prepared as powders embedded in the epoxy disks with about
2Fe/cm mg 30 . A commercial Co(Rh)57  source was used. Transmission geometry with

source and absorbers kept at room temperature has been applied. Raw spectra were collected
in 4096 channels in the round-corner triangular mode with the help of the MsAa-3
spectrometer [10, 11]. All spectral shifts are reported versus room temperature α -Fe.

3. Data evaluation

Folded spectra were evaluated within the model described previously [4, 12] in a similar
fashion used to evaluate Mössbauer spectra of the Fe-Ru system [13]. A transmission integral
approximation was used. The model depends on the following assumptions. It is assumed that
Ir impurities are located at random on the regular iron sites within the BCC structure.
Furthermore it is assumed that perturbations due to various impurities are additive in the
algebraic sense. Those perturbations depend only on the distance between impurity and the
resonant iron nucleus. Hence, one can define a contribution to the iron hyperfine field sB∆
caused by the impurity in the th-s  co-ordination shell of the resonant atom, and a
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corresponding contribution sS∆  to the isomer shift. The perturbation of the hyperfine field is
due to the perturbation of the spin density on the iron nucleus, while the perturbation of the
isomer shift is caused by the corresponding perturbation of the electron charge density.
Subsequent co-ordination shells are taken into account till the most distant discernible shell
σ , i.e., σ ..., ,2 ,1=s . Shells beyond the last shell taken into account contribute to the
remaining hyperfine field )(

0
σB  and spectral shift )(

0
σS . The average field σ>< B  and the

average shift σ>< S  could be obtained in a straightforward way within this model. Essential
results for 2σ =  model are shown in Table 1, while the corresponding results for 3σ =  model
are shown in Table 2. Figure 1 shows spectra fitted within the 3σ =  model. On the other
hand, Figure 2 shows evolution of the model parameters versus Ir concentration c . Data were
independently fitted to the Hesse-Rübartsch model [14, 15] in the thin absorber approximation
and for the distribution of the hyperfine field B . Table 3 summarizes the average field >< B
and the average shift >< S  obtained by this method versus Ir concentration. Distributions of
the hyperfine field obtained by means of the 2σ =  model, 3σ =  model, and by the Hesse-
Rübartsch method are shown in Figure 3 for various Ir concentrations.

Fig. 1
Mössbauer transmission spectra are shown for various iridium concentrations.
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Table 1
Essential results obtained within 2σ =  model. The last row shows respective averages, where
appropriate. The averages have been calculated for the iridium concentration c  ranging from

at.% 93− . Symbols 2>< B  and 2>< S  stand for the average field and shift, respectively.
Symbols )2(

0B  and )2(
0S  denote contributions to the field and shift due to the atoms beyond

second neighbors. Symbols 1∆B  and 2∆B  stand for contributions to the field caused by the
iridium atom located as the first and second neighbor, respectively. Symbols 1∆S  and 2∆S
denote corresponding contributions to the shift.

c
(at.%)

10.±

2>< B
(T)

020.±

)2(
0B

(T)
020.±

1∆B
(T)

020.±

2∆B
(T)

020.±

2>< S
(mm/s)

0020.±

)2(
0S

(mm/s)
0020.±

1∆S
(mm/s)

0020.±

2∆S
(mm/s)

0020.±
0 32.97 0
1 33.15 33.17 1.04 -1.76 0.005 0.004 0.010 0.003
3 33.14 33.21 1.03 -1.78 0.016 0.013 0.010 0.004
5 33.03 33.18 0.99 -1.83 0.026 0.021 0.012 0.002
7 33.02 33.25 1.03 -1.91 0.037 0.031 0.011 -0.001
9 33.01 33.33 1.06 -2.01 0.048 0.039 0.012 0.000

11 33.08 33.47 1.12 -2.09 0.054 0.045 0.012 -0.002

1.03 -1.88 0.011 0.001

Table 2
Essential results obtained within 3σ =  model. The last row shows respective averages, where
appropriate. The averages have been calculated for the iridium concentration c  ranging from

at.% 93− . Symbols 3>< B  and 3>< S  stand for the average field and shift, respectively.
Symbols )3(

0B  and )3(
0S  denote contributions to the field and shift due to the atoms beyond

third neighbors. Symbols 1∆B , 2∆B  and 3∆B  stand for contributions to the field caused by the
iridium atom located as the first, second and third neighbor, respectively. Symbols 1∆S , 2∆S
and 3∆S  denote corresponding contributions to the shift.

c
(at.%)

10.±

3>< B
(T)

020.±

)3(
0B

(T)
020.±

1∆B
(T)

030.±

2∆B
(T)

020.±

3∆B
(T)

030.±

3>< S
(mm/s)

0020.±

)3(
0S

(mm/s)
0020.±

1∆S
(mm/s)

0030.±

2∆S
(mm/s)

0020.±

3∆S
(mm/s)

0020.±
0 32.97 0
1 33.13 33.09 0.78(4) -1.82 0.75 0.005 0.003 -0.021 0.004 0.026
3 33.13 33.03 0.68 -1.81 0.72 0.016 0.012 -0.023 0.005 0.025
5 33.02 32.92 0.64 -1.84 0.66 0.027 0.017 -0.029 0.003 0.034
7 33.03 32.88 0.67 -1.89 0.68 0.037 0.025 -0.034 0.001 0.037
9 33.02 32.83 0.64(5) -1.97 0.73 0.048(3) 0.035(5) -0.036 0.002 0.035

11 33.08(3) 32.86(3) 0.81(5) -2.04 0.65 0.055(4) 0.026(6) -0.030 0.000 0.042

0.66 -1.88 0.70 -0.031 0.003 0.033
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Table 3
Average hyperfine field and spectral shift obtained by means of the Hesse-Rübartsch method
versus iridium concentration.

c
(at.%)

10.±

>< B
(T)

020.±

>< S
(mm/s)

0020.±
0 33.06 0
1 33.21 0.003
3 33.18 0.014
5 33.12 0.022
7 33.09 0.033
9 33.09 0.044

11 33.16 0.051

Fig. 2
Parameters of 2σ =  and 3σ =  models plotted versus iridium concentration. Straight lines in
the upper part are obtained excluding data for at.% 1  and at.% 3  iridium concentration.
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Fig. 3
Hyperfine field B  distribution within: 2σ = , 3σ =  and Hesse-Rübartsch models plotted for
various iridium concentrations.

4. Discussion of results

It is obvious that the 3σ =  model gives better results than the 2σ =  model as absolute values

of the derivatives expressed as |
c

B|
∂

∂ σ)(
0  and |

c
S|
∂

∂ σ)(
0  are much smaller for 3σ =  than for 2σ =

(see Figure 2). The average field σ>< B  remains almost constant versus Ir concentration for
both of the above models, and it has almost the same value as in the pure iron. Some
exception is the lowest iridium concentrations, where the average field relatively strongly
increases with addition of iridium. It seems that addition of small amount of iridium has
strong influence on the d  conduction band occupation. On the other hand, the average isomer
shift increases with the increasing Ir concentration with the slope

s) at.%mm/(Ir  0050.
c
S

=
∂
><∂ σ  regardless of the model chosen. Therefore, the average

electron density on the iron nucleus is lowered with the addition of iridium. Average
perturbation 1∆B  in the 2σ =  model has the same value as reported in Ref. [1], where only
the first co-ordination shell was taken into account. Distributions of the hyperfine field
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obtained within the 3σ =  model and by means of the Hesse-Rübartsch method become
similar at higher Ir concentrations (see Figure 3). A discussion of the spurious electric
quadrupole interactions has been presented previously for similar system Fe-Ru [13]. One can
conclude that electric quadrupole interactions are practically absent at all Ir concentrations.
They are small compared to the magnetic dipole interactions, if present at all, and hence they
have to lead to the common broadening of all spectral lines in the first order. Such effect is
unobserved.

Fig. 4
Oscillations of the spin ><− sB∆  and electron density ><− sS∆  around iridium impurity as
seen on the iron nucleus within 3σ =  model at various relative distances from the iridium
impurity. Inset shows some positions belonging to the nearest neighbor co-ordination shells
around iron atom in the BCC structure.

Figure 4 shows ><− sB∆  and ><− sS∆  for 3σ =  versus relative distance a/r , where the
averaging >< ...  is performed over Ir concentration in the same manner as in Table 2. The
symbol r  stands for the distance from the iridium impurity to the iron nucleus, while the
symbol a  denotes the lattice constant. Quantities ><− sB∆  and ><− sS∆  are directly
proportional to the spin- and electron density on the iron nucleus, respectively. One can see in
particular very strong oscillations of the spin density around iridium atom. This phenomenon
was missed previously probably due to the constancy of the average hyperfine field versus Ir
concentration and due to the limited range of the Ir concentrations investigated. It is important
to have data evaluation model with as few free parameters as possible in order to extract the
above kind of information. Somewhat similar oscillations have been found for the Fe-Ru
system [13], while for other binary alloys based on the BCC iron spin and charge oscillations
are absent or much weaker. Strong oscillations of the spin density might explain variability of
the iron magnetic moment upon adding iridium to the BCC iron [5].
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